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FCA TRAINING PROGRAM
 MODULE 3

 J Have the words to describe your       
 distinct value
       

 J Understand how to overcome         
 communication threats

 J Create your personality tagline using  
 the Fascinate® System

 J Get hands-on, practical experience   
 using the Fascinate Anthem Brand   
 Builder

OBJECTIVES
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FASCINATE® AND YOU

We spend most of our time in this program focusing on learning the Fascinate System 
and how it benefits our clients. 

However, this module is all about YOU.

We want you to discover the full benefits of the Fascinate System for yourself. We want 
you to experience how the transformation feels, so you understand how powerful it can 
be for your clients.

Fascinate is an effective tool to support both your personal and professional 
development. 

Unlike many other tools, it doesn’t focus on “fixing” perceived shortcomings. Just the 
opposite. It identifies what you’re already doing right, highlights your strengths and 
helps you find the words to describe your distinct value. 

In this module, you will use insights from your Fascinate profile and The Fascinate 
Anthem Method.
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WHAT IS AN ANTHEM?

An Anthem is a very short phrase, only two or three words long, explaining who 
you are, at your best. While this phrase is quite short, it optimizes your highest 
value. Your Anthem is like a tagline for your personality. It defines your own little 
zone of genius.

It quickly explains how you add value, makes it easy for others to understand 
what you bring to the table in just a few short seconds.

An Anthem is simple to remember, easy to communicate, and incredibly useful 
to apply.

    Detailed, Organized, Proactive

    Observant, Independent, Logical

    Stable, Dependable, Familiar

    Respected, Ambitious, Results-Oriented

    Confident, Goal-Oriented, Decisive

    Engaging, Expressive, Intuitive

    Creative, Entrepreneurial, VisionaryINNOVATION

ALERT

MYSTIQUE

TRUST

PRESTIGE

POWER

PASSION
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OVERCOME COMMUNICATION THREATS

Your Fascinate® Anthem is your personal antidote to distraction, competition, and 
commoditization.

   
   
   DISTRACTION: 

   Your Anthem front-loads your value to get your listener’s attention 
   immediately.

   COMPETITION: 

   Your Anthem differentiates you from your competition. 
   Different is BETTER than better.

   COMMODITIZATION: 

   Your Anthem describes your soft skills. It’s about personality,    
   not just technical skills. It identifies what makes you different 
   and what you do best, so you stand out using your highest 
   distinct value.
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YOUR ANTHEM

Your Anthem lights the way to your most extraordinary qualities, so that you can focus 
on what you naturally do best. Your Anthem describes your highest distinct value.

HIGHEST: The pinnacle of who you are and what makes you exceptional
DISTINCT: How you are different
VALUE: Your specialized ability to deliver above and beyond what’s expected

YOUR ANTHEM

• • Is your personal tagline
• • Communicates your value quickly
• • Delivers a specific and distinct benefit
• • Explains what you do best and what makes you different
• • Gives you a roadmap for how you’re most likely to solve problems
• • Let’s them know why you're the perfect solution to their problem

Customers will see how you contribute, co-workers will “get you” and your manager will 
know how to quickly tap into your natural mode of communication.

CRAFTING YOUR ANTHEM

We’re going to create your Fascinate® Anthem, so you will have the actual words to 
describe your unique value…in seven seconds or less.

By the end of this exercise, you’ll be able to quickly summarize how you add value.

You’ll be able to walk into a meeting or start a conversation with a prospective client and 
feel more confident and relaxed because you’ll know how your personality is most likely 
to impress and influence that person on the other side of the table. 

You already have the qualities you need. 
Your personality is the greatest differentiator you`ll ever have.
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ARE YOU READY? 

OK, GOOD - LET’S GET STARTED!

https://howtofascinate-3.wistia.com/medias/q0batdwc8z
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THE FASCINATE ANTHEMTM METHOD

THE FASCINATE ANTHEM METHOD INCLUDES FOUR PARTS:

• • Anthem Power Builder Questions
• • Anthem Builder Worksheet
• • Perfecting Your Anthem
• • Applying Your Anthem
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ANTHEM POWER BUILDER QUESTIONS

With distraction and the next shiny object vying for your attention we rarely 
get an opportunity to check in and reflect. Please take a few minutes to 
answer the following questions. 

Whether you’re reviewing Fascinate® test results or helping a client build 
their Fascinate Anthem, this power question cheat sheet will help you and 
your client gain a deeper understanding and connection to their Fascinate 
results.

Describe an at-work success, a high-performance moment. 

What happened? What did it feel like? What was the outcome? Who else was 
there? How did you work with them? How did your Advantage add value?

Describe an at-work failure, a low performance moment. What happened? 
What did it feel like? What was the outcome? Who else was there? How did 
you work with them? What role did your Advantages play? Your Archetype? 
Did your Dormant Advantage or Double Trouble play a role?
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How do you add value to relationships? How could you be damaging your 
relationships?

Review your top 5 Specialty Adjectives. Select 3 and reflect on how you’ve 
successfully demonstrated these. Be specific.

Referring to the One-Minute Coaching in your Fascinate profile (page 6), 
review the tip. 

How does this apply to you? What circumstance or situation have you had 
where this tip would apply?
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What gets you up in the morning? Why does your work matter?

Look back upon your career successes. Name three in which you proactively 
created a successful outcome. Be specific, details are important. 

When you look at the situations, what themes do you notice? What are the 
commonalities?

What specific skill, capability or expertise were you demonstrating? What 
was the outcome?
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What data or factual evidence (i.e., 20% increase in sales) do you have 
to support your outcome?

What did others say? What stories, testimonials or feedback from others 
do you have to support your outcome?

Think about your favorite client or your company’s biggest struggles in 
gaining new business. What is their biggest problem?
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If someone is going to hire you, or partner with you, or work alongside 
you in a team, you share some sort of mutual problem – the challenge, 
task or mission that you’re joining forces to accomplish. 

Identify the top three consequences your client/prospective client faces 
without you: What are the potential consequences to this problem? 

Think about the worst possible outcome to not solving this problem. 
Decrease in sales, lost clients, lost business, etc.

PEAK PERFORMANCE 

Identify an event(s) where you have been at your best. These events can be something 
that happened in a moment or over a period of time. It’s important that your peak 
performance event is meaningful and memorable to you. Think back to your Wellspring. 
It’s an experience when you were feeling focused, in the flow, energized or challenged. 
Write about that here:
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ANTHEM BUILDER WORKSHEET

STEP 1: 

Turn to your Specialty Adjectives (page 6) in your Fascinate profile. Write 
down your 5 Specialty Adjectives.
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STEP 2: 

Turn to the Twin section (page 8) in your Fascinate profile. Find your Twin. 
Write down the top 3 adjectives of your Twin.

STEP 3: 

More words? Using the Matrix (page 8) in your Fascinate profile, go along 
your Primary and Secondary Advantages. As you read these words, if any 
resonate with you or you find they describe you, write these words down.
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STEP 4: 

Review the adjectives listed above. Choose 3-5 that best describe how you 
are different.
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STEP 5: 

Review the Fascinate Noun Bank on the following page. 
Select 3-5 that describe what you do best.
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NOUN BANK

• Synergy

LEADERSHIP
• Management
• Accountability
• Achievements
• Principles
• Leadership
• Coaching
• Framework
• Engagement
• Experience
• Mentoring

OTHER
• Action
• Approach
• Attention
• Awareness
• Certainty
• Community-Building
• Connection
• Direction
• Efficiency
• Excitement
• Execution
• Imagination
• Ingenuity
• Initiative
• Inspiration
• Interaction
• Knowledge
• Management
• Network
• Originality
• Participation
• Play
• Precision
• Readiness
• Resourcefulness
• Stimulation
• Structure
• Style
• Understanding

• Leverage
• Investments

NONPROFIT
• Development
• Initiative
• Conservation
• Integration
• Strategies

ADMIN/TRAINING
• Objectives
• Protection
• Specialist
• Procedure
• Policies
• Relations
• Management
• Programs
• Training
• Collaboration

MARKETING
• Writing
• Presentations
• Entertainment
• Marketing
• Trends
• Techniques
• Designs
• Communication
• Pizzazz

TECHNICAL
• Solutions
• Programs
• Procedures
• Analysis
• Assistance
• Operations
• Logistics
• Maintenance
• Specifications
• Mechanics
• Engineering

GENERAL
• Accuracy
• Attitude
• Awards
• Brainstorming
• Character
• Communication
• Creativity
• Credentials
• Energy
• Experience
• Expertise
• Flexibility
• Follow-Through
• Ideas
• Influence
• Insights
• Mindset
• Network
• Precision
• Problem-Solving
• Relationships
• Reputation
• Results
• Skillset
• Solutions
• Stamina
• Standards
• Team-Building
• Tenacity
• Thought-Leadership
• Vision
• Work Ethic

FINANCE/SALES
• Selling
• Management
• Business
• Negotiations
• Banking
• Profits
• Sales
• Goals
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STEP 6: 

MATCH MAKER 

• • Combine your adjective with your noun to create a pairing         
 of two words. 
• • Take your adjective (how you are different) and your noun       
 (what you do best) and write your possible options below. 
• • Create options - put all possible combinations together.

EXAMPLENOUNADJECTIVE
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STEP 7: 

Referring to Step 6 (Match Maker), select your top three adjective/noun 
(what you do different/what you do best) pairings.

STEP 8: 

Select your Anthem and complete one of these sentences:

• • “The distinct value that I deliver is __________________________________.”  

• • “If you need someone who delivers __________________________________,          
   I can help.” 

• • “Even when things get tough, I promise to give _______________________.”
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ANTHEM

STEP 9: 

Secondary pairings to your Anthem. These are your runners-up to your 
Anthem. You’ll be using them later as your ‘value adds’ in your Anthem 
Statement.

DO BESTDO DIFFERENT

DO BESTDO DIFFERENT
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FIVE QUESTIONS
TO HELP PERFECT YOUR ANTHEM

The follow questions will help you think more tangibly and meaningfully about you Anthem 
once you’ve started creating it. We want to help you understand the different ways your Anthem 
will apply to you business and life.

The more specifically you can explain your Anthem, the more confident you’ll feel when 
centering your communication around it.

1. What is your Anthem?
First, the basics. This is the adjective / noun combination. You can tweak this on Tuesday, but 
please have your Anthem starter base ready in advance.

2. What is a problem your clients face?
Describe a frequent issue or challenge or problem that you are hired to help solve. You might 
think of them as “pain points.”

3. How does your Anthem solve this?
How does your Anthem help clients overcome this problem? We want to demonstrate how you 
immediately add value to their pain points. Your Anthem helps you provide a solution.

5. What’s an example of how you’ll succeed in the future?
When a client hears your Anthem, you want them to understand how you are different than 
everyone else, and how you will apply this to their business.

4. What’s an example of how you’ve succeeded in the past?
When you look at your career, how has you Anthem helped you in the past? You might read 
through your bio and identify a few specific examples of how you have succeeded, and then link 
one of these examples to your Anthem.

P
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K

FIVE QUESTIONS TO HELP PERFECT YOUR ANTHEM Hello@HowToFascinate.com | © 2014 How To Fascinate. All rights reserved.

later, but

The following questions will help you think more tangibly and meaningfully about your Anthem

your business and life. 

When you look at your career, how has your Anthem helped you in the past? You might read
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A FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTION:

Should I create more than one Anthem? I’m not the same at home as I am at work. 

ANSWER:

If you haven’t found the perfect Anthem to fit both needs, then you haven’t found 
the right Anthem yet. 

Make a list of times you’ve felt extremely accomplished at work. Next, make a list 
of times you’ve felt extremely accomplished at home. Think about the connection 
between them. 

Were you extremely detail-oriented in both situations? Maybe each scenario required 
you to be a passionate advocate for something.

Once you’ve started to see the traits that are common in both, look at adjectives and 
nouns that create the same type of feeling. 

You’ll have a perfect Anthem for both in no time.
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APPLYING YOUR ANTHEM

There are many ways to directly apply your Anthem and your Anthem Statement. 

You can include them in your marketing materials, such as:

• • LinkedIn and other social media profiles
• • Email signature
• • Employee bios
• • Business card 

There are indirect ways to use your Anthem as well.

ALIGNED COMMUNICATION

Your Anthem can be used as a filter for your communication.

From a branding perspective you want to be sure all your communication aligns with 
who you are at your best. Your Anthem is a great tool for this.

Whenever you write an email or social media post take a few seconds to review. 
Ask yourself…

“Does this align with (insert your Anthem)?”
“Am I demonstrating (insert your Anthem)?”

If the answer is yes, then you know you’re “on brand” and can hit send. 
If not, you should go back and edit.

INSPIRATION

You can use your Anthem to motivate you in the morning and check to make sure you’re 
on track through the day. 

When you wake up you can say to yourself, “I’m going to deliver (insert your Anthem) today!”

During the day you can check in with yourself by asking, “Am I delivering (insert your 
Anthem) today?”
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YOUR ANTHEM STATEMENT

An Anthem Statement is a quick statement to communicate what you do and how 
you do it. Think of it as an elevator pitch.

BUILDING YOUR ANTHEM STATEMENT

STEP 1 Who are you?
Title or Archetype

STEP 2 What’s your core specialty?
State your Anthem

STEP 3 How do you deliver your Anthem?
Secondary pairings to your Anthem.

BONUS

Who do you serve?
Name your audience/client.

How do you solve their problem? 
What results can they expect?

SAMPLE SCRIPT

Here’s a sample script for you to begin to see how to use your Anthem in marketing. 

You will need to identify a specific problem (a pain point) that your ideal customer 
has and how you are uniquely suited to solve that problem.

   I deliver (insert your Anthem). 
   You need (insert your Anthem) because of (insert current problem).

   Right now, having someone who is (insert adjective) is key to your success.

   Other people do not provide (insert your Anthem) and as a result, you’ll probably    
   experience (insert pain point).

   That is why I’m the perfect solution to your problem.
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ANTHEM STATEMENT BREAKDOWN

Here’s an example.

Who are you? (Archetype) 

I am THE ANCHOR. I empower my clients and colleagues by providing 
observant insights and the ability to see where we can go from there. 
I offer rational thought-leadership and an unruffled attitude.

ANTHEM

I am THE ANCHOR. I empower my clients and colleagues by providing 
observant insights and the ability to see where we can go from there. 
I offer rational thought-leadership and an unruffled attitude.

SECONDARY PAIRS TO ANTHEM

I am THE ANCHOR. I empower my clients and colleagues by providing 
observant insights and the ability to see where we can go from there. 
I offer rational thought-leadership and an unruffled attitude.

TARGET MARKET / AUDIENCE

I am THE ANCHOR. I empower my clients and colleagues by providing 
observant insights and the ability to see where we can go from there. 
I offer rational thought-leadership and an unruffled attitude.
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ICF CORE COMPETENCIES ADDRESSED 
IN THIS MODULE

FOUNDATION

Demonstrates Ethical Practice

• • Demonstrates personal integrity and honesty in interactions with clients,  
 sponsors and relevant stakeholders

Embodies a Coaching Mindset

• • Engages in ongoing learning and development as a coach
• • Develops an ongoing reflective practice to enhance one’s coaching
• • Remains aware of and open to the influence of context and culture            
 on self and others
• • Uses awareness of self and one’s intuition to benefit clients
• • Develops and maintains the ability to regulate one’s emotions
• • Mentally and emotionally prepares for sessions
• • Seeks help from outside sources when necessary

CO-CREATING THE RELATIONSHIP

Maintains Presence

• • Remains focused, observant, empathetic and responsive to the client
• • Manages one’s emotions to stay present with the client

ICF CORE COMPETENCIES ICF TEAM COACHING COMPETENCIES

https://coachingfederation.org/core-competencies
https://coachingfederation.org/core-competencies
https://coachingfederation.org/team-coaching-competencies
https://coachingfederation.org/team-coaching-competencies
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THE LEGAL STUFF… we’ll keep this quick for hyperefficiency!
No amendments, alterations or changes may be made to this document or the underlying Fascinate® test without first 
obtaining the express written permission of How To Fascinate or Sally Hogshead.

Fascination Advantage®, Discover How The World Sees You®, and How To Fascinate® are registered trademarks of 
How To Fascinate and/or Sally Hogshead. One-Hour Personal Brand, Ultimate Personal Brand, each of the 7 Fascination 
Advantages, and the 49 Fascination Advantage® Archetypes are trademarks of How To Fascinate and/or Sally Hogshead. 
All other trademarks and copyrights are property of their respective owners.

Copyright ©2021 How To Fascinate® and Sally Hogshead. All Rights Reserved. Reproduction is prohibited without express 
permission of How To Fascinate or Sally Hogshead.
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